Toronto's Budget Gaps Affect the City's Vulnerable

While original growth predictions were wrong, the City council takes on a challenge: to make ends meet.

The good news is that the budget has yet to be finalized. But, as Meagher also noted, City Council has spent the past six years straining to make ends meet. Toronto residents are now stretched for cash, with councillors considering measures that would devastate emergency shelters, eliminate homelessness prevention services, and slash funding for youth services.

But, as Meagher also noted, City Council has spent the past six years straining to make ends meet. Toronto residents are now stretched for cash, with councillors considering measures that would devastate emergency shelters, eliminate homelessness prevention services, and slash funding for youth services.

Unless and until Council makes a decision on whether it is in the business of providing services—which would require properly funding them, and demanding that the mayor approach budgeting, we are all likely to revisit this drama in 12 months.

The mayor has been pushing the council to balance budgets while sacrificing services, and the debate is occurring as some shelters have been operating at capacity. Meagher believes that the City should look at the City's reduction strategy? That this debate is occurring as some shelters have been operating at capacity.

Meagher. "I think it's fairer to say that they need to go through the process of deciding what is the business of the City, what are the City's responsibilities, and what are our priorities?"
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The best way to do this is to look at the City's reduction strategy? That this debate is occurring as some shelters have been operating at capacity. Meagher believes that the City should look at the City's reduction strategy? That this debate is occurring as some shelters have been operating at capacity.